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T H E C O R P O R AT E U R B A N S PA C E O F T H E F U T U R E

“In close collaboration with SLA, we have created a sustainable nature
project that supports wildlife and plants and at the same time will be
used year round by our neighbours, guests and employees“
Kristina Lee, Coorporate Vice President, Novo Nordisk

The project points towards a
new and feasible approach to
how to handle the urgent rise
of private-public spaces in our
cities.

YESTERDAY
200 employees

Novo Nordisk Nature Park is a prime example of how
a corporation can shift its thinking: From regarding
its outdoor spaces as a cost to be minimized, Novo
Nordisk was brought to see the many benefits of
investing in a multifunctional outdoor space for the
public. An investment that in the long run will benefit
both Novo Nordisk and the citizens of Copenhagen.

Guided tours. The public is invited into the park
on lectures on the many benefits of green urban
spaces.

Biodiversity. The biodiviersity of the park is under
continuous scientific control. Rare species have
already been found.

1,000 employees

EMPLOYEES
500 % increase

12,000 m2

BUILDING FOOTPRINT
42 % decrease

5,000 m2

LANDSCAPE
440 % increase

400 parking spaces

The project proves that it is possible to develop
common goals that combine private economic
interests with a wish of genuine well-being and
improved quality of life for all its users. All in all, the
project points towards a new and feasible approach to
how to handle the urgent rise of private-public spaces
in our cities.

TODAY

7,000 m2
22,000 m2

SURFACE PARKING
94 % decrease

26 parking spaces

60 trees

TREES
1667 % increase

1,000 trees

5 species

BIODIVERSITY
2000 % increase

100 species

10 %

WATER BALANCE
1000 % increase

100%

Light. At night and during the winter, the light gives
the employees a safe trip to work and creates changing
experiences and a magical, inviting atmosphere.

The citizen’s park. Due to its open and lush design, the park has established itself as a popular
recreative space that offers high-quality green surroundings to the local residents in an urban
area that otherwise lacks green spaces.
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